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Abstract— Handed Shearing Auxetics (HSA) are a promising
structure for making electrically driven robots with distributed
compliance that convert a motors rotation and torque into
extension and force. These structures expand and contract
by changing an internal angle between links, the evolution of
the structure as this angle changes is known as the auxetic
trajectory. We overcome past limitations on the range of
actuation, blocked force, and stiffness by focusing on two key
design parameters: the point of an HSA’s auxetic trajectory
that is energetically preferred, and the number of cells along
the HSAs length. Modeling the HSA as a programmable spring,
we characterize the effect of both on blocked force, minimum
energy length, spring constant, angle range and holding torque.
We also examined the effect viscoelasticity has on actuation
forces over time. By varying the preferred auxetic trajectory
point, we were able to make actuators that can push, pull,
or do both. We expanded the range of forces possible from 5
N to 150 N, and the range of stiffness from 2 N/mm to 89
N/mm. For a fixed point on the auxetic trajectory, we found
decreasing length can improve force output, at the expense of
needing higher torques, and having a shorter throw. We also
found that the viscoelastic effects can limit the amount of force
a 3D printed HSA can apply over time.

I. INTRODUCTION

For soft robots to find wide-scale utility they must lever-
age previous and ongoing developments in electrical power
sources, compute, and motors. Fluid-flow driven robots have
proliferated, but they must be entirely fluid based [1]–[3],
or rely on slow, rigid, and inefficient hardware to interface
with electrical systems [4]. While a significant amount of
effort has gone into self healing and puncture resistant fluid-
driven robots [5], [6], their nature leaves them susceptible to
cascading failure.

Efforts in building electrically-driven soft robots have ei-
ther focused on novel responsive materials [7]–[10] or cable
driven systems [11]–[13]. Dielectric actuators can quickly,
efficiently and directly respond to electrical stimuli but
require high voltages, limiting adoption. Thermal responsive
materials like liquid crystal elastomers can be programmed
to generate complex shape transformations [14], [15] and
phase change materials [7] can generate large forces. While
promising, these thermoelectric materials are often slow to
cycle and inefficient. Another alternative has been to rely on
motors in soft robots. The primary method has been twisted
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Fig. 1: HSAs convert rotation into compliant length changes
enabling soft robots such as (A) A 4-DoF platform. (B) By
varying the structure of the HSA in terms of its cell rest state
and the number of cells, we can effect torque (τ ), blocked
force (F), the spring constant (k) and minimum energy length
(L)
pair [11] or cable driven [12], [13], [16], [17] robots. While
these have been successfully used as arms [12], grippers [13],
[17], and locomotive robots [16], these drives can only pull,
and must rely on the structure itself to generate a restorative
force.

Recent developments in auxetic metamaterials allows com-
pliant structures to directly convert the rotation and torque
from a motor into linear translation [18], bending [4], [19] or
volumetric expansion [20]. Handed Shearing Auxetic (HSA)
materials have been used to make robot arm sections [18]
and grippers [4], [19], [21], [22]. They can be lasercut from
PTFE tubes [4], [19], assembled from spring steel strips [18],
or 3D printed out a variety of polymers [23].

HSA actuators consist of shearing auxetic cells tiled onto
a cylinder [18]. These cells couple shear with expansion
through a change in an angle between links called φ. The
state of this cell is a function of this internal angle. The
evolution of the structure relative to this angle defines a
trajectory of cell state call the auxetic trajectory [18]. By
tiling the cells on the cylinder, the shear-extension coupling
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of the cell is converted into a torsion extension coupling
in the structure. This can be seen in Fig.1A, where motors
at the bottom of the HSAs are rotated in unison to lift the
platform. Fig. 2 shows three different point along the HSAs
auextic trajectory at φmin, φj , and φmax. When an HSA is
made, a point of the trajectory is converted into a structure
for fabrication per Fig.2C. These are not different states of
the same HSA, but rather are three different HSAs designed
at unique points along the auxetic trajectory.

All work until today has focused on the initial HSA
design, which is at a maximally closed state φmin [4], [21]–
[23]. This actuator can be twisted to extend, but due to its
closed state design, cannot be twisted to generate pull forces.
Characterization of this design has focused on the effect
of cell size, base materials, diameter and wall thickness on
performance metrics such a blocked force, extension, and
grip strength [23]. The upper limit of blocked force and
spring constant found by previous work reached 5N and
2N/mm respectfully. While useful, it has not provided enough
information to select a motor for an HSA actuator, nor has
it solved the fundamental limitations of the original design.

For HSAs to become more widely used in robotics we
need to understand how to design an HSA and pair it
with a motor to make an actuator and move beyond push-
only actuation. To that end we have analyzed the effect of
two overlooked design parameters on HSAs. Specifically we
focused on the point of the auxetic trajectory used as the
base state and the number of rows stacked vertically along the
actuator and their effect on key design variables (Fig.1B). By
varying the point along the auxetic trajectory used to make
the structure, we find that we can generate purely contractile
actuators, purely expanding actuators, and actuators that
expand and contract. We model the HSA as a spring of
variable stiffness(K) and minimum energy length(L) that is
driven by the twist angle of the base. Because the spring
changes stiffness and length as a function of rotation, the
HSA can generate a blocked forced (F) through rotation.
We determined the holding torque(T) and angle range for
an HSA as a function of cell number and trajectory point,
enabling servo selection. We found that the materials these
structures were made from also contributed significantly to
actuator performance and found that stress-relaxation could
limit the time scale of force application.

In this paper we:
• Model to key metrics needed for motor selection with

HSA structures
• Expanded the force range of HSA actuators to include

contraction
• Characterize the effect of the auxetic trajectory point se-

lection, and vertical cell count on actuator performance
• Evaluate the effect of stress relaxation on force appli-

cation by HSA actuators

II. METHODS

Handed Shearing Auxetics were originally designed as an
idealized kinematic linkage structure of tessellated cells on
a plane or cylinder [18]. In this framework the structure has

Fig. 2: The Auxetic Trajectory for an Handed Shearing
Auxetic (HSA) pattern. HSAs tile a 2D unit cell (A) around
and along a cylinder. Row tilings represent the number
of vertically stacked unit cells and collumns represent the
number of horizontally stacked unit cells. As an internal
angle φ between links of the cell increases the cell expands
and shears, driving a rotation and expansion of the cylinder
(B). A rotation of one end of the cylinder (θ) can also
drive an expansion of the cell and cylinder. The evolution
of the system with respect to φ is the auxetic trajectory.
Different instantiations of the auxetic trajectory can then be
manufactured and used in soft robotic applications(C).

a zero-energy mode of deformation, meaning it changing
state requires no energy and there is no restorative force
to return to the original state. The zero energy mode of
deformation defines the auxetic trajectory [18] (Fig.2A) The
idealized model has no preferred point along the trajectory;
however, when the model is fabricated using living hinges,
the zero-energy mode of deformation is replaced with a
deformation mode with a shallow-gradient, where energy is
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required to transition between states of the cells. The first and
all subsequent soft robotic HSA structures were optimized
for compactness in order to maximize the expansion of the
structure [4], [18], [23]. This biased the device to be at the
most closed point possible φmin and caused the structure to
be a push-only actuator.

To explore the effect of biasing the HSA we selected
three points along the auxetic trajectory for testing as seen
in Figure 2C. The closed state is the same as past HSAs
φmin. The open state represents the maximum point along
the auxetic trajectory φmax, further evolution of φ beyond
this point result in non-auxetic deformations of the cell and
is out of scope for this paper. We then chose a point midway
between the closed state and the open state and refer to it as
the semi-open state.

Past work on characterizing HSAs focused on taking a
structure of fixed length and shrinking the size of the cell, to
increase the number of cells circumstantially and vertically.
What remains unknown is how changing the length with the
same size cell effects stiffness. HSAs can be viewed as pro-
grammable springs, where the change in angle changes the
stiffness of the structures. For regular springs the relationship
between length and spring constant is an inverse relationship
set by the number of windings. It is unclear how a change in
spring constant as a function of θ is effected by the number of
stacked unit cells, because the number of windings remains
constant.

Fig. 3: Five instantiations of closed left-handed HSAs with
varying row tilings from four to twelve. These are made by
vertically stacking the closed pattern around a unit cell.
A. Mechanical Characterization

1) HSA Manufacturing: All HSAs tested were rapidly
manufactured using digital projection lithography on a Car-
bon M1 3D Printer using Carbon FPU50. All closed trajec-
tory HSAs were printed horizontally with the semi-open and
open HSAs being printed at a 20 degree angle to improve

print quality. All parts were handled, cleaned, and cured
following the manufacturers specifications. Unless otherwise
specified all HSAs in this paper were designed with a 19mm
outer diameter and a 2mm wall thickness.

2) Mechanical Testing Setup: All data was gathered from
an Instron 68SC-2 at 50Hz with a combined force and torque
cell. The samples were rigidly connected to the Instron by
inserting a cap into both ends and placing a metal rod through
the HSA and the cap using the holes seen in Fig.3.

3) Auxetic Trajectory Testing: The testing procedures for
Auxetic Trajectory HSA configurations were defined by man-
ually observing the practical range of rotation and extension
for each configuration.

HSA
Type

Starting
Angle

Ending
Angle

Angle
step size

Printed
Length

Cycling
Range

Closed 0 degrees 90 degrees 30 degrees 75 mm 0 to 20.0 mm
Semi-Open -90 degrees 90 degrees 30 degrees 109 mm -3.4 to 6.6 mm
Open -180 degrees 0 degrees 30 degrees 122.2 mm -3.4 to 0 mm

TABLE I: Testing procedures for the Auxetic Trajectory sub-
category of HSAs. Positive degree values represent Counter-
Clockwise rotation and negative degree values represent
Clockwise rotation. All test rates are 20 mm/s

For each of the structures, there was a difference between
the printed length and the actual resting state of the structure.
The difference between the minimum energy length and
the printed length we call the zero force displacement. To
determine the displacement for the the 4-row closed HSA,
we inserted the HSA and manually jogged the Instron to
a displacement where the force reading was zero. For this
configuration, the zero force displacement was 2.7 mm.

For the semi-open structure we measured the force dis-
placement curve of the HSA. The lower displacement limit
for the semi-open configuration was defined as the dis-
placement necessary to have a minimum force reading at a
rotation of 90 degrees clockwise. The upper limit is defined
as half the resting height of the open HSA configuration
(6.6 mm). The relationship between rotation and zero force
displacement is linear in this region. We used the interception
of the curve with zero to find the zero force displacement
and found it was 1.1 mm.

The lower displacement limit for the open configuration
was defined as the displacement necessary to have a mini-
mum force reading at a rotation of 180 degrees clockwise.
The upper limit was defined as the printed length of the open
HSA. For this configuration, the zero force displacement was
0.6mm.

To determine the spring constant for the semi-open and
open HSAs for a given θ, we conducted an extension test
of 4.0mm and 0.5mm from the minimum energy length (L).
Force and displacement were measured and the slope used
to determine the spring constant.

4) Row Test Parameters: All HSAs in this subcategory
vary the number of closed unit cells row tilings from four
to twelve. The testing procedures were obtained in the same
way as the 4-row closed HSA configuration. The zero-force
displacement was found by manually jogging and rotating
the HSA to find the minimum force. For future HSAs, the
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practical cycling range and zero force displacement can be
estimated from the trends from this work.

TABLE II: Testing procedures for HSAs of different row
amounts. All test rates are 20 mm/s

Number of
Rows

Printed
Length

Cycling
Range

Zero Force
Displacement

4 75 mm 0 to 20.0 mm 2.7 mm
6 89 mm 0 to 19.4 mm 3.6 mm
8 100 mm 0 to 31.7 mm 3.5 mm

10 112 mm 0 to 41.8 mm 3.5 mm
12 124 mm 0 to 60.0 mm 3.8 mm

B. Measured and Derived Properties

In this paper, we characterize four main properties for
the HSAs tested as shown in Fig. 1B: blocked force (Fb),
minimum energy length (L), holding torque (τh), and the
spring constant (k). Blocked force is defined as the force
required to counteract the pulling or pushing force exerted
by the HSA when one of its ends is rotated while preventing
the structure from changing length. The minimum energy
length (L) is defined as the position where the linear force
is minimized for a given θ rotation. Holding torque (τh) is
then defined as the moment required to hold an HSA at a
given θ at L. The spring constant is defined as the slope of
the force displacement curve at the minimum energy length
for a given θ.

All HSAs were cycled ten times and the median values
plotted. Error bars extend from each point representing
the minimum and maximum values encountered in the ten
cycles. We elected to drop the first cycle of data from the
plotted figures, due to hysteresis in HSAs made from FPU50
as described in [23].

An additional dimension to add to testing is that of time,
particularly for FPU50. To characterize the HSAs holding
force over time, we conducted a force-relaxation test. The
test was conducted on a closed 8 row HSA with a 25.4mm
diameter. The HSA was extended to 30mm over three
seconds where it was then held for 20 minutes at an ambient
temperature of approximately 22C (71F).

III. RESULTS

A. The Effect of the Number of Row Tilings

The results for row tiling’s effect on blocked force(F),
spring constant(K), minimum energy length(L), and holding
torque(τ ) as a function of angle of twist θ can be seen
in Figure 4. The blocked force trends in Figure 4A show
blocked force increasing as a function of θ for all patterns.
These are best modeled as a quadratic function of θ whose
terms can be seen in table III. We found that HSAs of
lower row counts generate higher blocked forces for the
same angle. We see from Figure 4C that row count has no
effect on the length change of the actuator as a function of
angle, demonstrated by an equal slope for all configurations.
Therefore, compression is not driving the blocked force non-
linearity; it is driven by the change in spring constant.

One would expect the spring constant for an HSA at rest,
like a traditional spring, to have an inverse relationship with

the number of rows. This is because in the traditional wire
springs the spring constant is governed by the equation,

k =
Gd4

8ncD3
(1)

where nc is the number of coils, D is the mean coil diameter,
G is the shear modulus, and d is the diameter of the winding.
While our HSA does not have a circular cross section,
the effect of coil count should be unaffected. In a closed
HSA, the number of coils is the number of wide beams that
wrap around the structure. Our HSA has a 3 way rotational
symmetry about its axis so if we ignore the effect of the
small beams the number of coils is three times the row count.
At zero degrees of rotation, we find that there is an inverse
relationship between the number of rows nr and the rest state
spring constant, however the power is -1.4 rather than -1.

What we would not anticipate from traditional models of
springs is that that the HSA would stiffen as θ increases.
While the pitch and total length changes as θ increases,
equation 1 predicts that there should be no change in stiff-
ness. In fact since the structure is auxetic, the mean diameter
(D) would increase, and we would anticipate a decrease in
stiffness. This effect is what makes HSAs fundamentally
different from a simple spring. We found that the shorter
the HSA was, the more quickly the spring constant changed
as a function of θ (see spring constant fit values A in table
III).

Overall, smaller HSAs are less prone to problems such
as buckling especially at higher twist angles. While these
smaller HSAs are better suited for carrying force, they
sacrifice the higher extension capabilities that come with
more rows. The main tradeoff in choosing a row count is be-
tween throw (length range) and stiffness/blocked force. The
consequence of having a higher blocked force for a closed
HSA is an increase to the amount of torque a motor must
produce. For the open HSA we found that all have a nearly
perfect linear relationship between twist angle and holding
torque. The twist-torque constant increases significantly as
row tiling decreases. Overall for the same amount of length
change in an actuator, the more row tilings there are, the less
torque is needed.

B. Auxetic Trajectory

The effect of changes in the auxetic trajectory point can
be seen in Figure 5. We see the effect of increasing θ
(counterclockwise rotation) decreasing θ (clockwise rotation)
on the structure blocked force, spring constant, minimum
energy length and holding torque. For all structures the
blocked force is 0N when no rotation is applied. As expected,
the closed HSA only has a positive theta range and generates
a pushing forces as θ increased from 0. The fully open HSA
by contrast only has a negative theta range from 0 to -180
degrees. It generates a pulling force that grows with rotation
(negative θ). This force peaks at the end of its rotational
range of -180 degres, generating a maximum force of 124N.
This contractile force is caused by the structures minimum
energy length decreasing as θ decreases as seen in Figure 5c.
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Fig. 4: HSA properties as a function of number of cells for a traditional closed HSA design.
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Fig. 5: Key properties for HSAs printed along the auxetic trajectory with fixed number of cells.

Value Blocked force Holding torque Spring constant Minimum energy length
Equation Fb = Aθ2 +Bθ τh = Cτ θ k = Ckθ + k0 L = Clθ + Lo
Constants A B R2 Cτ R2 Ck k0 R2 Cl Lo R2

4 row -4.2339e-04 -0.0903 0.9988 0.9545 0.999 0.0122 1.6640 0.977 0.0531 74.8555 0.993
6 row -3.3056e-04 -0.0228 0.9955 0.4770 0.993 0.0028 0.7747 0.902 0.0664 88.5024 0.989
8 row -1.4010e-05 -0.0329 0.9909 0.3521 0.999 0.0018 0.4700 0.906 0.0653 99.7678 0.996
10 row -8.4170e-05 -0.0194 0.9917 0.2899 0.999 7.1581e-04 0.4339 0.713 0.0653 111.7795 0.997
12 row -3.1436-04 0.0115 0.9878 0.2039 0.999 2.6294e-04 0.3576 0.831 0.0608 124.3016 0.997

TABLE III: Fit functions and their parameters for HSAs with varying rows

The semi-open HSA meanwhile has a rotation range with
positive and negative θ. It expands in the positive θ range
and contracts in the negative θ range. The result is that the
blocked force can be both positive (expanding) and negative
(contracting). The expansion force at +90 degree of the semi-
open (8.9N) is comparable to that of the closed HSA(11.6N).

We can observe from this that the auxetic trajectory point
is a major factor in controlling blocked force, and that it is
directly driven by the changing the range of angles that can
be achieved and the resulting change in length. For all HSAs,
minimum energy length is a linear function of θ of the form

LHSA = Clθ+L0 with L0 being the length at zero rotation
and Cl being the rotation-extension coupling constant. It
should be noted that the closed HSA has the largest rotation-
extension coupling constant of 0.053mm/radian followed by
semi-open (0.030mm/radian) then open (0.013mm/radian).
This is expected since the HSAs follow the auxetic trajectory
as they are twisted. When φ is small, minor changes in φ
result in large translations to the height of the unit cell. As
φ approaches φ(max), large changes in φ produce relatively
small changes in height.

For all HSAs, the spring constants increased as θ increases
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as seen in Figure 5B. The Open HSA has a significantly
higher spring constant that the others which reaches it
maximum at zero rotation. This is primarily due to the
open HSA having straight connections between the top and
bottom, which must be pulled or compressed till buckling
to move. It is the combination of high spring constant and
low rotation-extension coupling constant that causes the open
HSA to have such a large blocked force. Unlike the closed
HSA, the spring constants are nonlinear functions of θ for
the open and semi-open HSA. It should be noted that the
lowest spring constant for the open is higher than the highest
of the semi-open. The same is true for the Semi-open and
the closed. Therefor the point along the auxetic trajectory
that is used should be considered the primary determinant of
stiffness in HSA design.

The required holding torque as a function of the angle
of rotation for the three different auxetic trajectory states is
shown in Figure 5D with the torque being 0 Nmm when no
rotation is applied. Unlike the closed HSA, the semi-open
and open HSAs do not have a linear relationship between
angle and torque. For the semi-open there is a small linear
region between -30 and 30 degrees. For the open HSA the
holding torque can be modeled as a quadratic function of
θ of the form (−1.219×10−4)θ2 + 0.1834θ With this data,
we can how see how much torque and angle range would
be needed to drive the various types of HSA to to their
desired stiffness, length or force by examining what twist
angle would be needed.
C. Stress relaxation

The stress relaxation results of a closed 8 wrap FPU50
HSA can be seen in Figure 6. It shows severe degradation
in holding force over time. This is due to the material’s
viscoelastic properties. At 30mm of extension we see a peak
of 16.3N blocked force on the HSA. after 0.1s of holding,
blocked force drops by 0.7N (4.3%). At 0.5s and 1s, blocked
force is down 1.3N(8.5%) and 1.7N(11.8%). 5 seconds after
peak, blocked force is down 3.1N(23.0%). Ultimately after
1200 seconds the force drops 7.4N(45%).

The response is typical of materials with multiple relax-
ation modes. We find that by fitting exponential fits from
peak force to +0.16 and a second fit of force +0.16 seconds to
1.2 seconds we find a relaxation modes with a time constant
of 3 seconds and 18 seconds respectively. Therefor for
actuation that is much faster than 3 seconds we can assume
elastic performance and can ignore viscoelastic effects. For
longer time scales, a more complex model would be needed
when using the FPU material. For applications where long
term force outputs are required, manufacturing the HSA out
of a material with a longer time constant would be suggested.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we examined two key parameters of HSA
design, the point along the auxetic trajectory, and the number
of cells vertically that had both been overlooked in past work.
We found that the point along the auxetic trajectory that was
set as the rest state has a dramatic effect on the actuators
performance, far beyond the other parameters that had been

Fig. 6: Stress relaxation on a closed 8-wrap HSA shows that
the structure will ultimately loose half of its holding force
over time.

studied. Changing the auxetic trajectory point allowed us to
expand the range of blocked forces up to 150N, generate
stiffness over 80 N/mm, and expand the range of actuation to
include contraction and bidirectional actuation. By studying
the effect of length on traditional closed HSA actuators, we
found that shorter HSAs generated higher forces and stiffer
structures at the cost of lower extensions and higher torques.
For both parameter sets we studied the coupling between
extension, stiffness, angle, and torque. The characterization
provides the information needed for future researchers to
select motors, information that is critical to design efforts.
While current materials and fabrication methods may limit
time scale of force application due to stress relaxation, we
believe future manufacturing improvements will overcome
this limitation and that the trends we have found will gen-
eralize to other materials. There are still several parameters
to explore, including cell aspect ratio, ratio of beam widths,
and the connection to the mounting point. This work lays a
foundation for applications of HSAs as entirely electric and
compliant actuation in grippers, arms, exoskeletons, and any
other soft robotic application and sets a direction for future
improvements to HSAs.
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